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The reproduction of all or part of this website on electronic media of any kind is
strictly prohibited, except with the express authorization of the director of
publication.

The reproduction of texts displayed on this website in printed form is authorized,
subject to compliance with the following three conditions:

1. That distribution is free of charge
2. That the integrity of the documents reproduced is respected, i.e. no

modifications or alterations of any kind
3. That the source is clearly and legibly cited in the following manner, for

example: “This document is taken from the ENTPE website at
https://www.entpe.fr"

Any distribution or use for commercial or advertising purposes is prohibited.

The images displayed on this website are subject to copyright. They may not be
duplicated or used without written authorization.

Disclaimer
While ENTPE strives to provide reliable information, the information displayed on this
website is indicative only. Neither the content nor the accuracy of such information
is guaranteed. Such information is not contractually binding on ENTPE.

ENTPE waives all liability for decisions taken based on such information.

The content of the website may be modified at any time without notice. Accordingly,
the user acknowledges that he or she uses such information under his or her sole
responsibility.

Statistical data: tracking and profiling
When you browse on the website, you leave digital traces. This set of information is
collected using a cookie which doesn’t contain any personal information.

In order to improve usability, browsing within the website, editorial content and
services provided to users, the statistics tool of our website stores information on
users profiles: equipment, browser used, geographical origin of enquiries, date and
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time of connection, browsing on the website, frequency of visits, etc. These
connection data allow statistical extractions. You can disable the registration of
these data by changing your browser settings, authorising or refusing cookies. You
can refuse them or disable them without impact on your access to the website
pages. To disable them or be warned before accepting cookies, we recommend to
read the help section of your browser which will tell you the procedure to follow.

Personal data
Where data displayed on this website is of a personal nature, users must use such
data in accordance with the regulations in force and the recommendations of the
CNIL (the French data protection authority).

Pursuant to the French Data Protection Act of 6 January 1978, as amended, you have
a right of objection (Art. 38), a right of access (Art. 39) and a right of rectification or
deletion (Art. 40) with regard to data concerning you. You may exercise these rights
by contacting ENTPE,

accompanied by proof of your identity:

By post:

École nationale des travaux publics de l'Etat (ENTPE)

Service communication

3 rue Maurice Audin

69518 Vaulx-en-Velin cedex

or by email : webmaster(at)entpe.fr

Social media
Icons displayed on the ENTPE website make it possible to share certain content with
other people, notably via social media. ENTPE cannot be held liable for the policies
of such networks and recommends that you read their terms of use in order to know
their policy with regard to the collection of browsing data.


